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"Warden Inconsistent"

"Weir"d Goings on
Students, who for obvious reasons must remain anonymous, have questioned the policy governing the

administration of the Weir House Men's Hostel. In regard to admissions, it has been suggested there is no
policy at all.

There are some cases, said the students, of residents who dipped out on all subjects, but were readmitted to
the hostel; whereas others who passed all their units and managed to keep out of the way of the warden, Dr. W.
E. Harvey, were refused readmission.

Some residents were readmitted conditionally. In three cases it meant sharing with one other a room
designed to accommodate single students.

It has been stated that the committee wants to admit a large number of first and second year students to give
them a chance to find their feet in the big city. But what about those students who were already established and
did not get admission till their second or third year at varsity?

Policy Question
Even if this policy was strictly adhered to, there is a grave question whether it is a good one. The

now-famed "Cable Car Incident" was perpetrated by freshers in the one year when freshers formed a sizeable
proportion of the Weir House population.

Undoubtedly senior students are needed both as a leavening element and as something for new residents to
look up to. Moreover, what is hostel life without balance?

Students making the allegations suggested one of the disciplinary difficulties was caused through
insufficient delegation of responsibility to the student committee. With more delegation they said, there might
be more co-operation with authority.

There were some strong things said about the warden, Dr. Harvey. He was described as "inconsistent" in
his decisions. A case was cited of a flagon (half full) found in a student's room while the said student was
absent. He was expelled.

In a similar case a student was simply reminded that Weir House rules did not allow "grog" on the
premises.

To Grog or not
The students questioned whether the rule was necessary anyway. There was nothing to stop them drinking

outside and coming back a little inebriated. Better, they suggested, would be a system where students could
have drink with permission of the warden (as in O'Rorke in Auckland) provided students under 21 first obtained
permission of their parents.

Photo of Weir House
The anonymous students also accused Dr. Harvey of a seeming lack of interest and perhaps a personal bias

in dealings with students.
If you weren't known, they said, your chances of getting back to Weir improved. On the other hand, Dr.

Harvey did not go out of his way to know his charges and often did not even acknowledge them when he met
them.

Toilets Filthy
On the purely internal issue allegations were made about the toilet facilities, which were described as "often

filthy." There was inadequate seating in the dining-room, individual towel racks were broken and not repaired;
many rooms had city council "keep tidy" bins as no wastepaper baskets were supplied.

The one good thing seems to be that food has definitely improved, is satisfying and wholesome.
Administrative doubts were cast on the management committee. They never seemed to come to the hostel.



The students admitted, however, that an approach from both students and committee was necessary.
Finally, said the students, attempts to "rig" the Weir House committee elections should stop. There is a

definite belief in the house that any student showing gumption on the committee will not be readmitted the
following year.

Telephone Booths Produce Correspondence

The following letter was received by the New Zealand Standards Institute on April 1 from the V.U.W.S.A.:
Dear Sir,

Standardization of Telephone Booths
In view of the increasing interest in the size of telephone booths, we would like to suggest that the

Standards Institute consider the standardization of such booths.
I hope this suggestion will meet with favourable consideration.

Yours faithfully,

C. Smitherton,
Hon. Secretary.

Reply

Dear Sir,

I acknowledge receipt of your letter of March 26, 1959, relating to the standardization of telephone booths.
As the Post and Telegraph Department is wholly responsible for the design and installation of telephone

booths, this is a matter for that department and not for this organization, and your letter has been referred to it
accordingly.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) E. G. Heggie,
Acting Director.

Editorial

What Price God?
Notwithstanding what appears on page 3, there are things we disliked about the campaign, if not the man

himself, during the Billy Graham Crusade.
High sales-publicity does not seem to go hand in hand with religion, even in the 20th century.
Titivating audiences with the fear of hell-fire may be good evangelism, but it smacks of an understanding of

clinical psychology rather than an understanding of God.
Biggest question to be asked is have the churches in their good intentions created a "Deus ex Gimmickus?"
The Pope visits a prison and Billy goes to Paparua. The Pope has a criminal relative. Billy was once fined

10 dollars for speeding. The comparison might be odious but it sticks out like a sore finger.
Billy is probably right when he tells us the world is sick.
Is his method a cure or only a palliative called for by the symptoms?
Our reporter did find difficulty in finding people who had heard Billy and had not been impressed.
There were many too who stayed away in case they were impressed.



This proves something is wrong, but it does not prove that Billy is right.
He has proved the adage that nothing succeeds like success. We have to be very careful this success does

not run away with us. The churches will have to be even more careful lest they read too much into the success.
Indicative of the difficulties in assessing the man, his message and his power, has been the complete lack of

objectivity in the New Zealand Press during his visit. This is not new, but we had hoped for something better.
In spite of what we are told, he has not swept all before him.
Looked at coldly 4000 converts are not so many and may well represent a fraction of present churchgoers,

even if the number doesn't decrease during the follow up, when some, in the less conditioned atmosphere, may
think again.

Two other disturbing things occur to us. One is the use of Johnny Devlin—even a prominent Wellington
minister associated with the campaign considered it "childish" and "a lot of hullaballoo." We agree.

We are prepared to admit it was a good gimmick.
We are also a bit old fashioned and are not sure religion needs those gimmicks.
But the last straw was the announcement by the Wellington chairman, the Rev. Kingsley Fairbairn that

those who didn't get copies of the crusade hymn book at Athletic Park need not be disappointed. There were
still a few left at 4/- each.

Sure the crusade has got to pay its way and be a success.
But success at what price.
We have written and re-written our editorial a number of times. We have not wanted to offend anybody. But

we probably will.
No matter, for we are convinced that somebody has to bring the whole thing down to earth. Thousands of

words have been written on the crusade in the last week, most of them charged with emotion.
Like a chain reaction the discussions have got bigger and louder.
The atmosphere became supercharged, whipped up by advance evangelists playing John the Baptist to

Graham's Christ (we mean no blasphemy). How could he fail to impress?

Caf Chaff

Letters to the Editor

—*—
Caf Chaff

Purpose of the Association of Scientists
Sir,—Scientists are not in the favoured position of doctors, dentists, and lawyers, who must be registered to

practise their professions. The legislation requiring their registration also establishes their respective
professional administrative bodies, which are responsible for enforcing discipline within the profession. These
bodies thus have a statutory existence, a full membership, and a corresponding power.

There is no legislation that requires the registration of a scientist; but the scientist can acquire a status and
influence similar to that of the registered professions by supporting such organisation as the Association of
Scientists, the Institute of Chemistry, the Professional Engineers' Association, or the recently formed Institute
of Agricultural Science.

The men who founded the Association of Scientists (in 1940) were fully aware of the need of a professional
body to represent scientists, and to advise the Government on professional matters.

Then, it was necessary to impress upon the Government the proper use of scientists in scientific positions,
and several representations were made to the Government on this aspect.

Now, the problem is changing. Working facilities and accommodation, the loss of scientists to overseas
posts, and its consequent effect on scientific leadership in New Zealand and the establishment of a career for
qualified technicians in science technology are but three of the present problems that concern all scientists.

It is just as essential that scientists should have a strong active body concerned primarily with the business
aspects of their profession as it is for the registered professions.



The main activities of the association during the past four years have been directed toward improving
relations with the public, and with organised bodies of both scientists and non-scientists.

We have drawn the attention of sundry organisations to the grave position brought about by the migration
of highly qualified scientists from our shores; assessed the monetary returns from specified lines of research;
compared these with the cost of research, and offered this data to Members of Parliament and to the Press;
replied to statements in the Press that presented the work of scientists in a disadvantageous light; drawn the
attention of the authorities to the need for a technical college to train technicians for scientific purposes ...

The serious staffing difficulties of New Zealand Universities were brought to a head by the speech of the
President of the Association at the A.G.M. in October, 1958, and the resulting publicity has culminated in the
decision to appoint a special committee to consider all aspects of the University system.

The actions demonstrate the need for an organised body to represent scientists and to present their views.
All scientists benefit from the professional activities of the three or four organisations active in this field, and it
is obvious that all scientists should belong to one or more of these bodies, and take an active part in the
direction of their profession by exercising their votes and doing their share of the work.

The Association of Scientists, the Institute of Chemistry, and the Institute of Agricultural Science each
provides for student membership for annual subscription of 5/- (if paid promptly). Student membership entitles
students to attend meetings and lectures where they will see and meet experienced scientists, but an additional
subscription (10/-) may be charged if the student member wishes to receive publications.

Membership inquiries should be made (at Victoria University) in the first instance to Mr Graeme Ramsay
or Mr J. A. F. Garrick (Scientists), Dr. W. E. Harvey (Chemistry) or Dr. J. G. Gibbs (Agriculture).

A. E. Bainbridge,
Hon. Secretary

Wellington Branch,
N.Z. Association of Scientists
Inc., P.O. Box 1874,
Wellington, C.1.

* * *

Bucks Buch
Sir,—This quatrain should be adjacent to Professor Buchanan's China article:—

• A Water-Bison mooing in the Slough,
• A Bowl of Rice, a Marxist Tract—and Thou
• Beside me toiling in the Paddy Fields—
• Oh, Fukien were Paradise enow!

Preserve the capitals and punctuation—they're authentic FitzGerald, so quaint.
Omar Kai-Shek.

P.N.P.
A committee under the Vice-Chancellor, Dr. J. Williams, has been set up by the Professional Board, to

investigate the university parking problem, says a reliable source.
It is understood the primary concern is staff cars but thought will be given to the students. Perhaps the

Students' Association might be asked for their opinions and perhaps not.
Our correspondent "Forever Amber," however, was wrong in his assumption that university driveways

were administered by the City Council or Transport Department. They are solely controlled by the university.
THE GATEWAY BOOKSHOP LTD. 209 Cuba St. ——— Ph. 55-207 AN UNUSUAL SHOP IN AN

UNUSUAL PART OF TOWN HAVING AN INTERESTING RANGE OF BOOKS FOR THE DISCERNING
ADULT. HAVE A BROWSE ROUND.

Billy Graham Comes and Goes



Capital Cockeyed
A man moved into Wellington for a short visit last weekend—and moved out again on Tuesday morning.
In that short space of time he knocked the capital cockeyed—even stole Seato's thunder. He set drunkards

off their balance, caused more argument and controversy in Wellington than even Mr Nordmeyer.
That man was Mr Billy Graham (he prefers "Mr").
Salient, eager to find a different angle on Billy Graham—seeing that the Press from the North Cape to the

Bluff had thrashed every angle possible—decided to go out and find someone who had heard Bill Graham, who
didn't like him and who might have some sort of unusual angle to give us a new one.

We're Still Looking.
We sent a task force of reporters through the pubs, through the highways and byways.
But what did we find?
We couldn't find anyone prepared to attack Graham.
There were plenty of stories about Hollywood high-pressure technique. But nothing discreditable.
There was Nobody who was prepared to slander the man.
Now if you'll all put your books on the backs of your seats and read the next few lines we'll tell you what

our findings were.

Endowed
We believe Graham is endowed with some sort of power that turns even sceptics into admirers—of his

technique, even if not of his preachings.
"You've just got to hand it to him—he's got something ..."
That last sentence was the way one of the biggest cynics in Victoria (we can't tell you his name, because he

mightn't like being called a cynic) replied. But there it is.
Perhaps we didn't see enough people.
In case we didn't, write and tell us in your own words, just what you thought of Billy Graham.
(Staff Reporter)
Footnote: Salient, being a non-profit organisation, cannot, of course, offer any substantial prizes—in fact

any prizes at all—for the best entries.

Ecstatic Christianity
Fear for an hour and a quarter.
[Photo by courtesy 'The Dominion]

Sieg Heil !
[Photo by courtesy "The Dominion]

S.C.M. and Discrimination
Students convening at the N.Z.S.C.M. Summer Conference were preoccupied in the main with problems of

world peace and racial equality at home.
In the latter sphere the Convention was moved to consider steps for the improvement of Maori-pakeha

relations, lest any rumour of discrimination in New Zealand should filter through to the masses of South-East
Asia and detrimentally affect this country's reputation there.

Righteous indignation was expressed at the hypocritical attitude of most New Zealanders who criticize
events in South Africa and the U.S.A., and yet can be guilty of similar actions themselves.

Attention was drawn to the affront suffered in Papakura by Dr. Bennett, and by many other Maoris in
similar circumstances, who lack the prestige and social standing of a Dr. Bennett, and are forced to turn the
other cheek.

Indignation was also directed to the prospect of an all-white All Black team being sent to South Africa next
year.

It was felt that to allow such a team to go would lower New Zealand in the eyes of the Asian world, and
especially of our fellow students here under the Colombo Plan.



The Convention passed, without dissent, the following motions:—
"That the 1958-59 Convention of the N.Z.S.C.M. appeals to players in student rugby clubs to decline to

participate if chosen for any 1960 All Black team from which Maoris have been excluded on racial grounds."
"That the Dominion Executive convey to the N.Z. Rugby Union the strong opposition of the movement to

the sending to South Africa of any rugby team from which Maoris have been excluded on racial grounds."
The object of this latter motion was to ensure the colour of a man's skin and his social status would not

affect in the slightest his treatment at the hands of the government or of national bodies such as the New
Zealand Rugby Union.

What is more essential is that it should not affect his day-to-day life in this supposedly Christian
community of ours.

International
On the international scene the Convention was equally vocal, concentrating in this case on the question of

nuclear warfare and disarmament.
The Conference shared the healthy fear of the probable results of nuclear warfare. It was suggested during

the discussion that this horror, which had caused a public outcry in the past decade against nuclear weapons,
should be turned against war itself—not against the extension of it.

The motion passed read:—
"That this Convention affirms that war as a method of settling international disputes is incompatible with

the teaching and example of our Lord Jesus Christ, and declares that nothing less than the abolition of war
itself should be the goal of the nations, their leaders and citizens; and that as an essential step towards
achieving this goal this Convention of the N.Z.S.C.M. debating the question of nuclear disarmament is forced to
the conclusion that it is God's will that New Zealand unilaterally disarm and withdraw from all military pacts
such as S.E.A.T.O. and A.N.Z.U.S."

Reason
It was reasoned that the clock could not be turned back to pre-1945 methods of warfare.
No nation under the stress of a future war could be prevented from using any nuclear weapon it had the

knowledge to manufacture, and the desperation of Germany and Japan immediately before their respective
surrenders was cited as an example of just such a situation.

The evil of killing millions is not essentially different from that of killing hundreds. The fundamental evils
of war are the hatred, the irresponsibility and the disrespect for human life it engenders.

The Christian point of view is that evil is not so much the suffering but the human causes of suffering, but
this conception should not be limited to Christians alone.

The abolition of nuclear weapons, if it could be achieved, would very probably not be a step away from
war, but towards it.

The public outcry would be stilled, but not the causes or means of conflict. The political argument of the
West is also relevant here if it means that the Soviet Bloc would really be put into an aggressive position and
mood.

The world faces a unique and critical situation in which war is recognised more widely than ever before as
futile and catastrophic to all parties concerned.

Our generation will probably have to make the decision between self-destruction and a stable peace. Unless
we can surmount the cynical view that war is inevitable, the position looks grim.
—A. J. Reid, for the S.C.M.

[N.B.—This in no way commits the S.C.M. as a movement.]

Submissions to Govt.

We Want more
The resident executive of the New Zealand University Students' Association has begun work on the

preparation of submissions to the Commission of Inquiry into University Education in New Zealand which,
according to the Minister of Education, Mr Skoglund, will be set up early this year.

When the announcement was made, the N.Z.U.S.A. issued a statement welcoming the decision and



expressing the hope that the Commission's terms of reference would be sufficiently wide to cover all aspects of
the problems faced by universities. It is expected that the Commission will operate on similar lines to the
Murray Commission, which met in 1957 to report on Australian universities. Its report has been regarded as a
significant milestone in university education in that country.

The submissions to be made by the N.S.U.S.A. were discussed at the Easter Council meeting of the
Association in Auckland.

Resident executive of the association has begun preparations on submissions on two of the major topics —
student financial assistance, covering mainly bursary aid of various classes, including bonded bursaries, and
student accommodation in New Zealand, which will cover the need for better living and working conditions for
students, especially the need for more university hostels.

In addition, consideration will be given to supplementary submissions on other topics.

Local Submissions
N.Z.U.S.A. expect that the local students' associations may also wish to prepare submissions on particular

matters of a local character for the Commission, which may well sit in the various centres while it is in session.
The questionnaire, which all students Will have filled in at enrolling time, should provide valuable factual

background for the submission on student accommodation and prove to be of great assistance to those
responsible for preparing the submissions.
Pen Friends

There have been several inquiries from overseas students concerning pen friends. Letters from these
students may be seen at the executive office. Any students requiring pen friends can obtain letters from the
office secretary.
Procesh ?

Procesh Committee passed the following at the last meeting:—
Moved Mitchell, seconded Cossham: That unless a group wishing to build a float have submitted designs

and made all material requirements known seven days before Procesh, they be refused permission to enter.
Amendment: Moved Hercus, seconded Murphy: And if there are not eight good floats at that time, then

Procesh be cancelled.
[No comment]
Winter Tournament is only four months away. LET THE SPORTS DEPOT (White & Calder Ltd.) 45

Willis St. SERVICE YOU
DRAMA CLUB READING "THE CRUCIBLE" by ARTHUR MILLER SUNDAY, APRIL 26 50 Lincoln

Ave., Lower Hutt. REHEARSAL-CUM-CASTING Thursday, April 23 231 The Terrace. Produced by R. W.
(BOB) KERR SUPPER IF YOU BRING IT

Telephone Courtesy
A letter has been received from Kirkcaldies and Stains congratulating students on their behaviour during

the telephone cramming. Enclosed was a tangible appreciation—a cheque for £5 toward the Student Union
Building Fund.

Drawing of a girl eating a lollipop

N.Z.U.S.A. and you
N.Z.U.S.P.C. correspondent.—The New Zealand University Students' Association (N.Z.U.S.A.) is the

national association of University Student Associations of the four universities and two agricultural colleges in
New Zealand.

All members of students' associations are automatically members of the N.Z.U.S.A., and in fact are levied
the sum of 2/7d. per head for the privilege of membership.

N.Z.U.S.A. is administered by a resident executive in Wellington, consisting of a president, three
vice-presidents, a treasurer, the sports officer, travel and exchange officer, hon. secretary, a public relations
officer, a records officer and one representative from each of the universities and agricultural colleges. The
resident executive meets at least once a month, and administers the affairs of the association and implements
the policy directives of the constituents. Only the constituent representatives are entitled to vote at these
meetings.



Policy Made
The policy-making body is primarily the annual general meeting of the association, held at Easter at the

place of the university tournament, this year in Auckland. To this A.G.M. each university and college sends
three delegates. The four major universities have two votes each, while the agricultural colleges have one vote
each.

The council of N.Z.U.S.A. also convenes at the venue of the university Winter Tournament in August,
though this meeting is invariably briefer.

Affiliations
Affiliated to the N.Z.U.S.A. are the N.Z.U. Student Press Council and the New Zealand Law Students'

Association. The N.Z.U. Sports' Union, set up in August, 1957, to control the administration of N.Z.U. sport,
remains a standing committee of N.Z.U.S.A. and is not yet a separate body. The N.Z.U. Rugby Football
Council is not affiliated or in anyway subject to N.Z.U.S.A.'s jurisdiction.

In the international sphere, N.Z.U.S.A. is a member of the International Student Conference (I.S.C.) which
meets every 12 to 15 months. This I.S.C. is intended to be a platform for representatives from national unions of
students from all over the world where bases of co-operation can be worked out on a non-political basis as far
as possible. It is to this body that N.Z.U.S.A. gives its support rather than to the International Union of
Students.

As a national Union, N.Z.U.S.A.'s main concern is with the interests and welfare of its membership. It has
presented successful submissions for bursary increases, investigated conditions of entry of overseas students
into the country; it presses for a student representative on the University of New Zealand Senate; it is currently
preparing submissions on proposed reforms in the tertiary institutions of education, and arranges in conjunction
with the Australian national union (N.U.A.U.S.) an annual student travel and exchange scheme.

Books in FRENCH Some in stock more coming/p> MODERN BOOKS Manners Street

Sardines
With the world-wide interest in telephone booths, the Physics Department, we believe, is adding the

following experiment to Stage 1 course:

Experiment 7
Aim: To determine the packing number of a telephone box.
Theory: Assuming the average weight of human=150lbs. and that the Relative Density is approx. 1. Then

the average volume of a human body is 5/2 cubic feet. Thence assuming that the average telephone box is 8# by
3# by 21/2# then the expected packing number is given by 24 people.

A standardization of this unit may later be achieved by calculating the expected students per cubic foot, i.e.,
the Packing Number divided by the Volume of the Box. Here this is given by 2/5 person/cubic feet.

Apparatus: 1 N.Z.P.O. telephone box complete with 1 slot phone, public for the use of.
Materials: Approximately 50 students of miscellaneous sixes+1 doz. D.B.
Method: The inherent difficulties in a direct attack (such as removing the door and pushing in a mixture of

students both sitting and standing) can be overcome in two ways, viz., removing the roof, or turning the box on
its side. In either variation students are now introduced in semi-sardine-type layers by the optimum choice of
material; all heads being kept at the same end.

Note: It may help matters at this stage to remove the telephone and use it as gap filler at the end.
When all the suitable material to hand has been inserted and the box filled to capacity, then the box is

reinstated to its original vertical position with the telephone reinserted.
The packing number may now be observed and can be standardized by dividing by the total volume of the

box.
Results:
Theses and Manuscript Typing by first-class legal typist. Lowest Rates. Cyclostyling and bookbinding

arranged if needed. Prompt Service. Reply— MRS J. WILSON P.O. Box 1620, Wellington.

International



World of Universities
News of university activities throughout the world is given in this new SALIENT feature.

Indonesia
At the Council Meeting in Bandung in December the Indonesian National Union of Students (P.P.M.I.)

arrived at a number of important decisions concerning both its national and international roles in the student
movement. P.P.M.I. decided to continue its active participation in international student co-operation,
recognising that the student world was still divided and that both the International Union of Students and the
International Student Conference had so far failed to achieve world student unity. (C.O.S.E.C. Information
Bulletin, Leiden).

Sweden
The Swedish National Union of Students (S.F.S.) has announced that during the next six years it will be

able to put at the disposal of the Swedish committee of World University Service and the African Medical
Scholarship Trust Fund (A.M.S.T.F.) a sum sufficient for a scholarship for a non-white medical student at the
University of the Witwatersrand. This grant amounts to £350 a year. The local union of students in Lund is also
offering a scholarship to A.M.S.T.F. (C.O.S.E.C. Information Bulletin, Leiden).

India
According to a report by the University Grants Commission, four new universities were established from

April, 1957 to March, 1958 in Gorakhpur, Jabalpur, Kurukshetra and Ujjain. The Indian Institute of Science in
Bangalore was also made a university. There are at present 39 universities in Indian; Delhi, Aligarh, Banares
and Visva Bharati are in the leading position. The number of students is around 850,000; within a period of one
or two years, the million mark will have been passed. (A.S.N.S., Jodhpur).

U.S.A.
The eight campuses and 43.478 students of the University of California make it the largest university in the

world, according to the "New York Times." (The Asian Student, San Francisco).

Malaya
From now on the University of Malaya will comprise two divisions, one in Singapore and the other in

Kuala Lumpur. Each of the divisions will have a divisional Council and Senate and will be headed by a
principal. The two divisions will be autonomous as far as possible. Officially they will be linked to each other
by the Vice-Chancellor and the Central Council. In the beginning the Kuala Lumpur division will only have the
Engineering Faculty. With the new academic session both the Arts and Science Faculty will be introduced. The
Arts Faculty will have five major departments: History, Geography, English, Economics and Mathematics as
well as the Departments of Islamic Studies, Malaya and Arabic. The Arts Faculty in Singapore will have the
five major departments and the Departments of Philosophy, Chinese and Indian Studies. (The Malayan
Undergrad, Singapore).

Thailand
The S.E.A.T.O. Graduate School of Engineering is scheduled to open in Bangkok in June, according to an

announcement of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organisation in Bangkok. The announcement came at the
conclusion of the fifth meeting of the S.E.A.T.O. Committee of Economic Experts during which offers of
assistance were made by several delegates. In addition to pledges of assistance already made by the United
States, Australia will set aside 78,000 dollars to provide for the teaching staff, scholarships and equipment.
Professors will be made available to the school by the French and the New Zealand Governments. Other
delegations will consider how best they can assist the new S.E.A.T.O. school. (The Asian Student, San
Francisco).



Belgium
A student demonstration took place in Liege, February 27, with students and professors of the Medical

Faculty taking part They marched through the streets in an attempt to draw the attention of the public and
authorities to a problem which concerns all the people in Belgium. They demanded that ailing students be taken
care of in the University Clinic free of charge. It was the first time that the Medical Faculty of Liege
participated in a demonstration of such proportions. (Le Vaillant, Liege).

Britain
The Cambridge Student Union rejected the proposal for the admission of women to the Society. The motion

was defeated by 131 votes to 64. New enrolments have fallen from 1,250 in 1952 to about 1,050 this year.
Admission of women would have brought extra money in subscriptions. But the debate did not reflect fears
about the financial state of the Union. (Varsity, Cambridge).

The premiere of the film "Bachelor of Hearts" at the Leicester Square Theatre, London, which promised to
be the most sensational of the year due to the £100 stunt prize, flopped because of restrictions placed by police.
No stunts were allowed. Their reasons for doing this seem to have been founded upon reports that: (1) London
University were to stage an anti-Cambridge demonstration at the same time. (2) There had been attempts to
"borrow" police uniforms from Scotland Yard. (3) There had been attempts to "borrow" an elephant from
Bertram Mills Circus. (Broadsheet, Cardiff).

Australia
The Australian Minister for External Affairs announced in January, 1959, that the number of Asian students

training in Australia under the Colombo Plan is to be increased this year from about 800 to between 900 and
1000. (The Asian Student, San Francisco).

Austria
Students at all Viennese colleges and universities carried out a strike on March 6. The Austrian students

demonstrated against the Communist 7th World Youth and Students Festival planned for Vienna in the summer
of 1959. As the colleges in Graz and Innsbruck had semester vacation at this time, students in these colleges
participated only symbolically in the strike. Many students also took part in a march of silence through the
streets of the Austrian capital protesting against the great communist meeting. (Special Report).

Eleven Austrian youth and student organisations are protesting against the holding of the 7th Communist
World Youth Festival in Vienna from July 26 to August 4. The organisations, which have joined in an
"Arbeitsgemeinschaft Junges Leben" (Youth Working Group), announced in a memorandum that they would
try to stop the festival "with every means at their disposal and every legal possibility."

"In case the organisers are not induced to transfer their festival behind the Iron Curtain, the Working Group
has decided to 'inform participants of the real goals of the festival and at the same time to make them
acquainted with the work of Austrian Youth'."

The Central Committee of the National Union of Austrian Students, which also belongs to the Working
Group, has sent a telegrame to the Afro-Asian Youth Conference in Cairo stating that "with the exception of
Communist students, no other Austrian student organisation will take part in the festival." (Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Junges Leben/Wiener Zeitung, Vienna).

Hungary
Two years have passed since over 7000 university students had to leave Hungary, among them those who

had sparked the revolution by demanding certain government reforms. At the end of 1958, more than 1000
students were still in Vienna, and of those, one quarter continued to live in refugee camps.

The great majority of these plan to stay in Austria, and to help them during this transitional period and in
order to provide facilities for educational, cultural, and social activities, World University Service established
and continues to support the Hungarian Centre and Library.

A number of special educational programmes have been organised by the Centre to complement university
courses. Professors are invited regularly to lecture and conduct discussions in such fields as political science,
economics, and international relations. Courses are offered to students who wish to learn typewriting,
stenography, or other commercial skills in order that they may find it easier to gain part - time employment.



(W.S.C.F. News, Geneva).
JACK LANIGAN Trouser Centre 84 SIZES 5 Willis St. — Phone 42-869

Maori Club
Towards the end of last year a Maori Club came into existence at Victoria by its affiliation to the Students'

Association.
Many Maori students attending University require something Maori—to be able to speak Maori—to be

able to discuss Maori topics—to be able to express thoughts in Maori—and so far Victoria has not provided for
this need of "Maori atmosphere." It is hoped that this club, as part of the Student Association's activities, will be
able to provide this need. Pakehas are welcome.

Club practices in Room U.15 (Little Theatre) are held fortnightly as from March 9, 1959. The club is to act
as host for a national conference of Maori students scheduled for July. This will necessitate more frequent
practices later on.

The existence of the club should be of special interest to any students doing Maori Studies Stage 1 as a
language subject.

Cost of Eating
Students staying at the Sydney Street residence found for them by the Student Accommodation Officer are

really in luck. No fear of a mince or sausage diet during the week.
At the last meeting of the Victoria University Council the rates they were to pay for meals at Weir House

were agreed upon. For those used to eating in the cafeteria they are particularly interesting.
The committee found the 2/- a meal they had been paying was inadequate, and increased the price to 3/- for

breakfast and lunch, and 3/6 for dinner.

Petition to P.M.
A petition signed by 350 members of the Victoria University of Wellington Students' Association

protesting against Chinese treatment of the Dalai Lama was presented last week to the Prime Minister, Mr
Nash.

The signatures were collected in a matter of a few hours and no one attempted to use fictitious names.
Major production of the V.U.W. Drama Club will be a double bill of Sophocles' "OEDIPUS REX" and J.

K. Baxter's "JACK WINTER'S DREAM," produced by Richard Campion. CONCERT CHAMBER From
JUNE 22-27 Actors still needed and people interested in backstage work. Please watch Drama Club
Notice-board.

Press Exaggerates
This article was drafted several weeks before the Tibetan disturbances. Pending fuller and more detailed

information as to the character of the Tibetan uprising, the writer sees no reason to alter substantially what he
has written above. He would draw attention to the fact that existing reports in the daily press contain a
substantial element of exaggeration; for example, the figure of six million which is quoted as the population of
Tibet is grossly exaggerated, the 1953 census showing a total of 2.775 million Tibetans in the whole of China,
of whom 1.274 million lived in the Tibetan region.

Similarly, the figure quoted for the number of Chinese troops operating in the Lhasa region—750,000—is
difficult to understand in view of the obstables to rapid troop movement presented by the nature of the Tibetan
terrain; apart from air communications, there are only two major routes into Tibet, the Szechwan-Tibet highway
running in from the east, and the Chinghai-Tibet road from the north; the possibilities of such massive troop
movements along these pioneer highways seem remote.

Inside China Today



Land of Many Peoples
Repeatedly, in his journey around China, the traveller will be reminded that China is a multi-national state

containing many peoples at many levels of culture. In any national exhibitions at Peking, he will see not only
blue uniformed Chinese, but also tall, fur-capped Mongols, felt-hatted Tibetans and other minority groups
among the crowds.

Certain of the restaurants of Peking will offer him the specialities of the cuisine of various minority groups;
at the theatre, he can see performances of plays and opera based on minority folk tales.

In the far south, in Kwangsi, he will see Chinese and the new Chuang script in all public notices. On the
platform of Yunnan in the southwest, he has only to move away from the level valley lands to find himself
amongst peoples whose costumes, facial appearance, and languages mark them off clearly from the Han people
of the lowlands.

China, like the Soviet Union, is in fact a multi-national state. The five-barred flag of the old Republic
symbolised this, for the five bars represented the five major peoples who made up the Chinese state—the Han,
or Chinese in the narrower sense of the word; the Manchus; the Mongols; the Moslems and the Tibetans.

Between these groups there was, however, little equality; the dominant group was the Han group; the
aspirations and the distinctive cultures of the other groups were ignored. All were exposed to a Han
chauvinism which aimed at their absorption. Minority languages were ignored or discriminated against; the
wearing of minority costumes forbidden.

It is not, therefore, surprising that little was known of the minority peoples of China—what proportion of
China's population they represented, where they lived, or how they lived. By hiding one's group identity one
might at least avoid discrimination. And, until 1953, all population statistics were little better than more or less
enlightened guesses.

The coming to power of the Chinese People's Government altered this situation; a new minority policy was
formulated and a full scale census of China's population was carried out.

A New Policy
The new minority policy followed closely that of the Soviet Union. It proclaimed the equality of Han and

minority peoples. Discrimination, oppression of any group, and attempts to undermine the unity of the various
groups, became punishable offences.

All groups have the freedom to use and develop their own languages, to preserve or reform their customs
and institutions. Where-ever such minority peoples live in compact groups they have the right to a wide degree
of local autonomy.

The 1953 census showed that 35 million people belong to the minority nationalities. This is a sizeable mass
of people—about as large as the total population of Spain and Portugal. The minority groups represent six per
cent of the total population of China; on the other hand, they occupy almost two-thirds of the area of China.

They are a major element in the population of the south and southwest; they greatly outnumber the Han, or
Chinese, groups over the thinly settled steppes and deserts of western China. Today forty-seven of these groups
are separately recognised and practically all have their own political representation at local government levels.
Thirty are sufficiently numerous to be represented in the National People's Congress. Five are larger than the
population of New Zealand; these are Chuang, Uighur, Hui, Yi and Tibetan groups.

Pattern of Peoples
At first glance, China presents a striking duality. On one hand, there is China north and west of the Great

Wall, the area known to the geographer as Outer China; here the dominant groups are minority peoples, chiefly
nomadic pastoralists or oasis cultivators, who occupy their historic homelands. On the other hand, there is
China inside the Great Wall, Inner China or Agricultural China; here the dominant group is the Han or Chinese
group.

A major and significant exception to this pattern is in the upland country of south China where large areas
are occupied by minority groups such as the Chuang, the Miao, the Yi or the Thai.

The explanation for this distribution pattern is to be found in the expansion of the Han group. The Han
people are, in a very real sense, "Children of the Yellow Earth." Their cradle area is the great lowland of North
China, with its fertile expanses of yellow loess soils. Here, over twenty-five centuries ago, they evolved a
complex civilisation based on intensive grain and vegetable cultivation.

This is the third of a series of articles by Professor K. M. Buchanan (professor of geography) on his recent



visit to China and North Vietnam.
As their numbers grew, these farming peoples pushed outwards from their cradle area and sought new land

suited to their agricultural techniques. They were repelled by the cold forest lands of the northeast and by the
dry grasslands of the northwest. Scattered groups of Chinese farmers and traders did, it is true, establish
themselves along the caravan routes to Central Asia and Chinese control was extended over the Mongol and
Turkic peoples who occupied the steppes and deserts of the west.

On the whole, however, the Chinese contented themselves with a policy of containing and controlling these
nomad folk; the Great Wall, built two millenia ago, marked here the boundary between Han and minority
peoples, between the steppe and the sown.

The main thrust of Chinese expansion was thus turned southwards, towards the subtropical lands beyond
the Yangtse. The brown-skinned, wavy-haired folk who occupied these lands were either absorbed, or pushed
into the hill areas, or displaced southwards.

And, all the time, Chinese settlement spread towards the tropics; it was based on lowland rice cultivation
and left the hill areas to the more primitive groups who practised a shifting agriculture.

Today, the uplands of the southwest China are still held by a great variety of minority peoples, and Chinese
settlement is largely confined to the more easily cultivable lowlands. The complex patchwork of peoples which
resulted from these movements contrasts strongly with the simpler patterns of minority distribution of China's
Far West.

There are, then, three major elements in China's population, First, the numerically dominant Han people. 94
per cent of China's total population, who occupy most of eastern, agricultural, China. Secondly, the compact
blocks of minority peoples in the Far West, such as the Tibetans, Uighurs, Mongols and Kazaks. Thirdly, the
scattered minority groups of south and southwest China. Between these various peoples there are contrasts not
only in distribution, but also in languages, in religion and in social and economic organisation.

Diversity
The linguistic diversity is very great. Languages belonging to three of the world's major linguistic families

are spoken by these folk. In the northwest the languages belong to the Ural-Altaic family; they include the
Turkic, Mongolian and Tungusic groups. They are written, not with the ideographs used by the Chinese but
with scripts derived from the Koranic or Arabic script.

Most of the people of the southwest speak languages belonging to the Sino-Tibetan family; these include
the Chuang, Tai and Tibeto-Burman groups. In this same area a small number of peoples speak Austro-Asiatic
languages.

Only Tibetan among these southwestern languages has a developed script; this is of Indian origin. The
other groups either have no written languages, or scripts which are cumbersome and little suited to present day
needs. Consequently, the creation of new scripts has been a task of major importance; they are usually based on
the Latin alphabet and are devised by experts of the Central Institute of National Minorities.

A new world of literacy is thus being created and an increasing flow of political and technical literature in
minority language is helping to satisfy the craving of these peoples for the knowledge which is now within their
reach.

The religious diversity, too, is great. The largest single religion among the minority peoples is Islam. This
is the faith of ten million people belonging to ten different nationality groups. The Tibetans and Mongolians are
Lamaists. Other groups are Buddhist, Taoist, or different types of polytheists whose religion is shot through
with primitive survivals.

Finally, there is a great social and economic diversity. The peoples of China's Far West were nomads or
oasis cultivators, living in a feudal type of society which had changed little since the Middle Ages.

The Tibetans are mainly pastoralists, living in one of the few surviving theocracies. The people of the
southwest were primitive agriculturalists; some, such as the Yi, were virtually a slave people.

To weld this diversity of peoples together into a state, to wipe out the suspicion and fear and exploitation
from which many of the minority groups had suffered—this was a major challenge to the Chinese People's
Government. Sifting through written accounts, and evaluating these in the light of my own discussions at the
various Minority Institutes and with some of these peoples and their leaders, I am convinced that the Chinese
Government has achieved a major success in this field.

Discrimination is a thing of the past; the folk music, art and other cultural attainments of the minority
groups are widely popularised and contribute to the cultural richness of the Chinese people as a whole. At the
political level, the policy has been to grant a large measure of local autonomy to the more clearly defined
groups and to give the minority peoples a generous allocation of seats in the National People's Congress.

In the economic field the policy is to raise the levels of living in the minority regions and to eliminate the



great difference which formerly existed between the levels of living in the Han group and the minority peoples.
Improved agricultural techniques and industrialisation are beginning to reduce this differential.

Thus, among the Yi people of Yunnan and the Chuang people of Kwangsi whose communes I visited,
small scale industry was widely developed and the rising level of living was indicated by the many new schools
and the new blocks of housing which were being erected.

At the same time, the newly created scripts for these people were widely used, a considerable volume of
books and pamphlets in these minority languages was available, and illiteracy was rapidly becoming a thing of
the past. And, as far as I could see, there was no obvious pressure on these people to adopt methods of
production or new social systems against the will of the majority; the official policy is "to give whatever help
the nationalities may require in moving forward at their own pace and under their own leaders."

Institutes of National Minorities
In carrying out this policy the Institutes of National Minorities which I visited at Peking, Lang-chow and

Chengtu are playing a major role. The staff of these Institutes is carrying out fundamental research into the
social organisation, the economic problems and the history of China's minority peoples. They have created new
scripts for those who had no written language.

Above all, they are training carefully selected students, drawn from some dozens of minority groups, not
only in the fundamental principles of Marxism-Leninism but also to become doctors, teachers and
administrators who will return to work among their own people

The layout of these institutes is impressive, the staffing generous, the library and other facilities are
excellent. The students are young and enthusiastic; they will return to their remote villages, professionally
skilled and ardent supporters of a regime whose resources are marshalled to wipe out the poverty and
exploitation from which their parents suffered, which has given them opportunities undreamed of by their
parents.

In assessing the significance of the frequent reports of unrest or revolt among the minority peoples of
China we would do well to bear in mind the increasing effect of China's minority policy. It is creating—for
perhaps the first time in history—a real and living unity between the many peoples of China.

Harrier Club
Although the best runners are going overseas this season (Peter Joyce and Giles Beaglehole to Europe and

Dave Beauchamp to Fiji), we still have a solid core of very competent runners who will ensure a good showing
in interclub competition.

Frank Walkey, who took us into the lead in the Masterton relay last year, is one of our best prospects. Peter
Travers should perform well and is sure to run for us in the N.Z.U. race. Mike Honeyfield, who was second in
the opening run, is very strong this year, while Roger Clarke, a good track performer, is expected to be a
leading provincial junior this season.

Bob Creed, Vic three-mile champion and club captain, will provide experience, as will the other veterans,
Gordon Dauber and Bob Croker. Of the new members, Peter Blakely and Jack Tregurtha are expected to attain
A grade status.

The club also caters for the social runners who come out mainly for the afternoon teas. The Social and Slow
packs look after their needs and a medium pack caters for the aspirants and those on the way to social running
after their racing career is over.
—A.R.C.

Literary Society
The society's annual general meeting held last Monday evening attracted a rather interesting, if not large,

collection of individuals.
Mr Don Jamieson, the immediate past president, chaired a meeting of twelve, at which twelve new

executive members were elected:—President, Bob Kerr; secretary, Juliet Sheen; treasurer, John Salmon;
business, Richard Shaw; advertising, David Lind-Mitchell; 100 group, Joel Levinsohn; committee, Kath
Schwarz, Joanne Griffin, Diane Benge, Richard Headifen, Ian McDonald.

Five of these were, of course, absent. Nevertheless, the society's year got off to a first rate start, with a
highly animated discussion on the year's programme. Main items covered were: Experiment 6, poetry readings



and talks, and the 100 Group.

Talks
The first 'talks for the year will include Professor Murray's "Horace," a talk on the relationship between

Boccaccio and Chaucer. Mr Keith Walker has also kindly consented to speak to the society on Byron.
LITERARY SOCIETY ALL STUDENTS (INCLUDING FRESHERS) WHO ARE INTERESTED IN

SOME ACTIVE COMMITTEE WORK PLEASE CONTACT IMMEDIATELY R. W. (Bob) KERR
Common-common Room or Library

Film Review

40 Years in 4 Hours is too Long

I Shall go
A few thousand years ago a group of unfortunates were dragged together and forced to place rock on rock

to aggrandise the Pharoahdom of Egypt.
A couple of years ago another group were brought together to place papier mache on papier mache to

aggrandise Hollywood. The latter result was not nearly so impressive.
For three hours 39 minutes, Cecil B. de Mille attacks eyes and ears in a recreation of everything but

creation, in his swan aria—'The Ten Commandments."
As a spectacle Cecil really lays it on as only he can. As a faithful reproduction of the biblical story it

doesn't even moisten the bread.
This in itself wouldn't have mattered. Someone, however, went to a great deal of trouble at the outset to

show how much research had gone into the film to establish its authenticity.

Wasted Money
The bending and twisting is annoying. The research seems to be money badly spent. Moses went up Mt.

Horeb and faced God when he was with the Midianites not, as the picture states for convenience, Mt. Sinai. It is
doubtful the Midianites were the same as the bedouin, as the picture hints. Even if they were it is unlikely they
subscribed to a Mohammedan-type religion a couple of thousand years before Mohammed.

This attempt at universalism was very nice but not in keeping with the biblical narrative.

Box Office
Only box office could have justified the introduction of Joshua. He arrives at the very least, a mature youth

in the early part of the picture to stay for 50 to 60 years.
Then takes over the Children of Israel and leads them into the Promised Land in late middle age (Moses in

the meantime has aged terribly as one would expect). And this in spite of the tradition that Moses was the only
one to survive the full 40 years in the wilderness.

Big—not Great
"The Ten Commandments" proves that so far only "Gone With The Wind" has justified the excessive

length. De Millie's film is a big one not a great one.
Theer were numerous other faults too; but one must admit that there are good points; some entertainment

and generally good to look at, even when it takes itself too seriously.
Certainly they were pretty humourless times, but just the sort that produce some kind of folk humour surely.
The use of technicolour showed that as a colouring method it still has its strong points. The gimmicks of

dividing the waters, scribing the scrolls and opening the earth, often intrude, only sometimes effectively.

Adequate Acting



On the whole the acting was adequate. Yul Brynner's bald head has never appealed to me, yet his Rameses
has its moments. Charlton Heston's Moses improved with age, but was never as great as his character.

In all fairness to de Mille we should mention his share of the profits is going to religious and charitable
institutions, yet that hardly justifies hearing about the "American Way of Life" in a biblical setting.

If you have seen the film, for heaven's sake read the book.
(C.B.)

Tournament

A Tragedy in Six Days

Vic Staggers Home
Hic ... We won the Drinking Horn ... Hic ... and someone tells us that Otago won the tournament shield,

and we brought back the witches' brew, I mean wooden spoon.
Drawing of Tournament welcome
Our sports reporters are still recovering, but we heard we won the shooting and we were second in the

tennis. The cricketers, athletes, swimmers and women's basketballers finished last, keeping well within Vic's
wonderful tradition. But, of course we won the shooting.

I would like to suggest that A.U. take a few lessons on (a) how to conduct a Drinking Horn and (b) how to
compete in one, and so avoid repetition of the shambles. And Vic. won the shooting.

For those who were awake the team arrived in Auckland at about 11.30 a.m. on Good Friday morning after
a strenuous and sleepless trip from Wellington. Who smashed the windows? Who travelled up and back without
tickets? And did someone smuggle a bottle of beer aboard after all the warnings on the loudspeakers in
Wellington? Who won the shooting?

Sleepy?
The Official Welcome and Sports Council meetings were noted for the large number of

absentees—Athletics and Swimming did not have a quorum at their first meetings.
Friday night the parties started and some of them finished on Saturday but others like the brook . . . till after

we won the shooting.
On Saturday we got down to business—the Waterpolo team beat Canterbury 8-1 in their only win, the boys

with rifles showed how it should be done while the cricketers showed how it shouldn't.
In the evening came the first of the dinners with the swimmers showing strength in bending spoons and

being asked to leave the Waverley after a sermon from the manager.
The rowers had a quieter dinner and your Sports Editor was found with a carrot end in his mouth and an

empty bottle of whisky in his hand at a party somewhere in Auckland. Who were winning the shooting, Vic. of
course.

Sunday provided a dull day—Mass for those faithful few who were up at 9 a.m. and service for the
remainder (?) at 6.30 p.m., followed by "La Ronde" and of course parties. And Vic. of course were winning the
shooting.

Blues !
Monday morning saw the women finish their basketball losses, and one of their players, injured on

Saturday was obviously missed.
The swimmers showed some hopeful signs, specially when Bill McCarroll won the Men's Dive, and an

N.Z.U. Blue, in beating Richard Swindell the runner-up at this year's National Championships (Bill was third at
Nationals), and many others qualified for their finals. Some Bulls were hit and we won the Shooting.

The afternoon saw an Athletic Blue, under that doubtful fresher eligibility clause. Will this chap continue to
support the Varsity Club?—we hope so, others have failed to do so in the past.

And with the passing of the afternoon so passed Tournament sport, (?) except swimming for Easter '59.
Most then adjourned to pubs, dinners and parties to warm up for the goings on at New-market, only to be



disappointed by the quietest swimming finals in years—there was some light relief when a race was conducted
during the polo half-time. But of course we'd won the Shooting.

TUESDAY:(Drinking Horn)
"Of Course i am Going to Drive i'm in no Fit Condition to Walk"
Drawing of police officer and drunk man

We Won!
Tuesday saw a quiet morning and then Vic's, triumph in the afternoon—we brought the horn back to

Wellington once again.
The Ball in the evening was preceded by various dinners and parties—luckily, as the Ball was tame.
It is recorded that one southern gentleman arrived at the train on Wednesday afternoon where he met his

billet for the second time. Billet had kindly brought his baggage to the station, as he could not find the time to
go home. Of course Vic. had won the Shooting.

Your Sports Editor had eight hours solid sleep on the way back—he was one of the few people who
detrained ready for work. Our delegates were seen asleep in the luggage racks etc., and are, we believe, still
recovering. But of course Vic. had won the Drinking Horn—and the Shooting.

C'Mon August.
Sports Editor.

Diving Blue!
The swimming at Easter Tournament this year was of a reasonably high standard.
Victoria, while finishing last, were nearly four times better than last year in the points aggregate (23 instead

of 6). The polo team lost to A.U. and O.U. 6-3 and 9-6 respectively, and beat C.U. 8-1.
Three players were in the North Island team, Don Paviour-Smith and Wayne Howes as forwards, and

Conor McBride as the reserve. Don and Wayne also made the N.Z.U. team.

Outstanding
The outstanding woman swimmer in our team was once again Jackie Twigg, who finished second in the

55yds. women's freestyle and fourth in the 110yds. freestyle.
Linda McDougall was beaten by a touch for third place in the women's backstroke, an event which had the

surprise defeat of Judy Nelson (the winner of this event in both tests this summer) by F. Boulivont of
Canterbury.

The most tense event was the men's diving on Monday morning; could Bill McCarroll beat Richard
Swindell and so reverse their national placings?

He did, in a hard struggle, each dive changing the leadership and the hearts of the crowd.
Bill finished with 53pts. to Richard's 51.7 and in one of those incredible decisions Bill got an N.Z.U. Blue

(the first for men's diving since the 1930's) but Swindell was not of a high enough standard!!!
Our other outstanding men were Wayne Howes, who had two seconds; Don Paviour-Smith, with a second

and a third; and Dave Fisher with a third and a fourth.
We can only wait and see if Vic can actually do better next year when Tournament is in Wellington. — Get

fit, you swimmers.
—C.P.

Basketball Blues!
Although the Vic basketball team once again took fourth place at Tournament it made a much better

showing than in previous years. The Otago team lost the shield to Auckland, who defeated them 15/14 in a very
close game. Canterbury finished third, beating Victoria 14/12, having been down 8/6 at half-time.

Four Vic players were chosen for the North Island team, which defeated South Island 22/14. They were
Janice Frazer, Joy Mitchell, Vivienne North and Jacqueline Helford, who was an emergency.

Next year with better facilities for practice the Vic team should show a marked improvement.
—P.G.


